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Article Body:
The spin bowler is a key element in the bowling line up of any cricket team, the skill of Shan
A good spin bowler needs to be able to bowl a consistent line and length, is able to turn the
There are two recognised types of spin bowlers, which are, finger spinners who are classed as
Target areas:

Off spin: The off spinner aims to spin the ball from a right handed batsmen´s off side towards

Leg spin: The leg spinner aims to bowl the ball so that it spins from a right handed batsmen´s
The grip:
Leg spin: Use the first two fingers to grip the ball horizontally across the seam, your third

Off spin: Again grip the ball with your first two fingers horizontally across the seam and try
The delivery:
The off spin delivery, should start with an angled and short delivery stride. You should then

The leg spin delivery is very similar to the off spin except with a few subtle and important v

As you bowl you should raise your lead arm towards the target and bowl with a braced front leg

Follow through by rotating shoulders through the line of the wickets and driving your back leg
The Googly and the Doosra: Deceptive deliveries

The googly is bowled by a leg spinner and is a ball that appears to look like a leg spinner wh
The doosra is bowled by an off spinner and is a ball that initially seems to look like an off

The power and rotation on the ball are generated through a strong action and is enhanced by fl

Tip- Examine the pitch before bowling and try to identify areas of rough, cracks and other fea
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